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_supject: -: Qesassrnant0w OF - = ~ 
iy PRESIDENT JOHN N Fe: KENNEDY. 

: he eae newspaper colum- 
-~ nist From ‘the uU. S. par: Ree residing in Rome, Italy, advised 

that in a very recent conversation with -Spanish Ambassador to ~ 
Italy, SANCHEZ BELLA, Ambassador SANCHEZ BELLA, showed him'a™=.; 

report which a Spanish intelligence #3 
service. rer," pares noted that while he does not read Spanish 
well, he did understand enough of the report to know that the 
report contains allegations that the assassination of Presi 

dent KENNEDY was brought about, by F FIDEL (CASTRO. 

DIEM brothers in Vietnam and felt certain that these deaths * : 
had been caused by CIA. CASTRO allegedly felt that since CIA =. 

- was resorting to assassination in Vietnam to bring about a sg: : 
. Change in government there, they might very well be willing 4 

to attempt assassination of CASTRO in order to bring about a 
change in Government in Cuba. Additionally, as Mro@ : 
understood the report, CASTRO, following the thinking of t 
Chinese communists, has been most upset by the apparent =< 
rapport established between President KENNEDY and Premier « rs 
KHRUSHCHEV and felt that some dire act was needed to ‘destroy 
this rapport. The act which he decided upon Wass allegedly, 
ithe assassination of President KENNEDY. awett = 
Lap cant te oot 

= The “Implication: contained ‘tn the report, again: as => 
understood it, was that CASTRO found in LEE HARVEY serie 

g ang ys usable tool to bring about. the desired 7% oe 
ener = oe stat ahs i: 
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re The. ‘Rome. Office ts: remaining alert’ “to any | 
“mation which might have pertinency to the Bureau's invest 2, 

RYE ee ‘gation in this matter and any such: ‘information received wills ea 
SS fi<-be promptly forwarded . to the Bureawe 25: ais 
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